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Guide to Bosch Dishwasher Cycles & Options
With a variety of cycles and options to choose from, we have a cycle 

to fit your customer’s dishwashing needs.

Dishwasher Cycles:
Heavy: Best for cleaning items with baked-on food or 

grease. These dishes would normally require soaking.

Cycle Time: 110-135 min. Wash Temperature: 150-160°F. 
Rinse Temperature 162°F

Auto: With our most complex soil sensing capability, this 

cycle is perfect for use with mixed loads of dishware and 

varying amounts of food soil. This is the most flexible cycle and 

is a good choice for everyday use.

Cycle Time: 110-135 min. Wash Temperature: 150-160°F. 
Rinse Temperature 162°F

Express: 

Glass: A cycle for lightly soiled dishes, ideal for 
temperature sensitive items or cutlery. In this cycle the 

temperature is reduced to help prevent dishes from 

becoming damaged. It is especially helpful to reduce a 

cloudy or etched appearance on glasses.

Rinse: Allows you to rinse food soil off of a partial load 
and hold the dishes in the dishwasher until you are ready to 

run a full load. Do not use detergent in this cycle.

Delay: Allows you to delay the start time of your 
dishwasher up to 24 hours.

Half Load: For washing small, lightly soiled loads that 

fill approximately half of the dishwasher’s capacity. Dishes 

can be placed on all levels of the dishwasher.

Delicate: Available only in the Heavy, Auto and Normal 

cycles. This cycle is best used for lightly soiled items with 

easy to remove food soils.

Sanitize: Available only in the Heavy, Auto and 
Normal cycles. The sanitize LED will light when sanitation 

requirements are met. The technical sanitation measures 

may also improve the drying results.

ExtraShine™: Used in combination with a wash 
cycle (except Rinse), the Extra Shine option raises the 

temperature and extends the drying time to further 

enhance drying results and provide a brilliant shine.

For any additional questions on cycles & options, please contact our product specialists through 
our sales support website: www.askboschlowes.com Live Chat: Mon-Fri 8:30AM to 6:00PM EST   
Outside of chat hours?  Submit a question and receive a response within 24 Hours.

SaveTime: Reduces cycle time by up to 25% while 
maintaining cleaning performance.

Dishwasher Options:

Tip: For best drying results, we recommend: Auto cycle, using a Rinse-aid, and either Sanitize or Extra shine option

Rinse Temperature 162°F

Normal: Thoroughly cleans a full load of normally soiled 
dishes. Cycle Time: 130-135min. Wash Temperature: 131°F. 
Rinse Temperature: 140-156°F

Express: Cleans lightly soiled dishes and reduces 
overall wash time. Use this cycle to clean glasses and 

dessert dishware that may need to be reused at the 

same event. Cycle Time: 30 min. Wash Temperature: 

113°F. Rinse Temperature: 122°F

Eco: Best for delicate dishes and glasses, the Eco 
cycle lowers temperature and cycle length to decrease 

energy usage. Cycle Time 80-85 min. Wash 

Temperature: 113-122°F. Rinse Temperature: 144°F

Speed60™: Cleans freshly soiled dishes with easy to 

remove soils. This cycle reduces cycle time while still including 

drying. Cycle Time: 60 min. Wash Temperature: 122°F. Rinse 
Temperature: 158°F
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Dishwasher Step-up Chart

For any questions on Bosch dishwashers, please contact our product specialists through our sales support 
website: www.askboschlowes.com Live Chat: Mon-Fri 8:30AM-6:00PM EST   
Outside of chat hours?  Submit a question and receive a response with in 24 Hours.

Easily access the website through your web 
browser at: www.askboschlowes.com

• Ask questions
• Order parts
• Download manuals

• View current promotions
• Order POP & Catalogs
• View product training

Bosch’s commitment: Information & help you need, wh en you need it


